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Abstract
Background: The internet is increasingly used as a
coping strategy by cancer patients for information and
support (‘eHealth’), however its association with distress
remains unclear. This cross-sectional study investigated
whether eHealth use mediates the relationship between
illness perceptions, social support, and distress.
Methods: Adult heterogeneous cancer patients (n=88)
completed a self-report battery of measures.
Demographic, medical and psychosocial differences
between eHealth users (n=50) and non-users (n=38) were
analysed, and hierarchical multiple regressions were then
used to test for mediations.
Results: Compared to non-users, eHealth users were
significantly younger, more highly educated and more
likely to be employed. eHealth users had more negative
perceived consequences resulting from their illness than
non-users, but did not differ in levels of distress or social
support. eHealth use was significantly positively related
to three types of illness perceptions (consequences,
identity, and psychological causes), and with distress,
thus meeting the criteria for mediation testing. However,
in multivariate mediation testing, eHealth use was not a
significant mediator of the relationship between these
variables.
Conclusions: While eHealth use was related to illness
perceptions and distress, its role as a mediator was not
supported. A longitudinal evaluation of eHealth use as a
coping strategy is recommended.
Keywords: Cancer; oncology; internet; information;
support; adjustment; ehealth.

In order to cope with cancer-related distress, patients
utilise a range of coping strategies (Boyes, Girgis,
Zucca, & Lecathelinais, 2009). One behavioural coping
strategy that is receiving increasing empirical attention
is internet-use for cancer information and support.
While numerous terminologies and definitions have
emerged over the past decades, two broad distinctions
tend to be used. First, ‘eHealth’ – defined by the World
Health Organisation as the transfer of health-related
resources and health care by electronic means,
including information, support resources, assessments,
interventions, and health care records (Eysenbach,

2003; Ryhanen, Siekkinen, Rankinen, Korvenranta, &
Leino-Kilpi, 2010; Ziebland, Chapple, Dumelow,
Evans, & Prinjha, 2004). Second, within this eHealth
umbrella term falls the more specific internet-supported
therapeutic interventions, comprised of (i) web-based
interventions, (ii) online counselling and therapy, (iii)
internet-operated therapeutic software, and (iv) other
online activities (Barak, Klein, & Proudfoot, 2009). In a
meta-analysis of 24 studies, it was estimated that almost
40% of cancer patients use eHealth (Eysenbach, 2003),
and a recent systematic review has shown that internetsupported therapeutic interventions show promise in
reducing distress for physical health conditions (Beatty
& Lambert, 2013), including cancer (Beatty, Koczwara,
& Wade, 2011; Carpenter, Stoner, Schmitz, McGregor,
& Doorenbos, 2012; Duffecy et al., 2013; Owen et al.,
2005). However, given that the majority of cancer
patients who access the internet are not taking part in
structured internet-supported therapeutic interventions,
but instead do general searches for cancer information
and support, whether this form of internet use serves to
increase or decrease distress remains unclear
(Eysenbach, 2003; Klemm & Hardie, 2002), and
warrants examination.
One criticism of research investigating how the
internet relates to distress is its atheoretical nature to
date (Ritterband, Thorndike, Cox, Kovatchev, &
Gonder-Frederick, 2009). One model has been
specifically developed to explain the mechanisms of
change following structured therapeutic interventions
provided over the internet: the ‘Internet Intervention
Model’ (Ritterband et al., 2009). However this model is
intervention-specific and does not necessarily apply to
more general eHealth use. Instead, illness adjustment
models are more applicable, such as the Common Sense
Model of Illness Representations (Leventhal, Nerenz, &
Steele, 1984), Stress and Coping Theory (Lazarus &
Folkman, 1984), Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen
& Madden, 1986), and the Chronic Illness Model
(CIM) (Scharloo, Kaptein, Weinman, Willems, &
Rooijmans, 2000). As cognitive appraisals/illness
perceptions, social support and coping styles are three
of the strongest predictors of psychosocial adjustment
to cancer (Cameron et al., 2005; O'Brien & Moorey,
2010; Schou, Ekeberg, Sandvik, Hjermstad, & Ruland,
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2005), the CIM was selected for the present study as it
was the only model to incorporate all three predictors
(Scharloo et al., 2000).
The CIM postulates that in response to diagnosis,
individuals are firstly required to engage in two
adaptive tasks: (1) form illness-related perceptions, and
(2) seek social support (Figure 1). Illness-related
perceptions are theorised to include: (a) a patient’s
illness identity (the label and symptoms the patient
regards as part of the illness), (b) the cause
(psychological, behavioural, or environmental causes),
(c) the consequences, or expected outcomes, (d) the
timeline (whether the illness is acute, chronic or
cyclical), and (e) the perceived controllability (through
personal efforts or treatment) (Leventhal et al., 1984).
Illness perceptions and social support then influence
coping strategies utilised (eHealth use), which in turn
predict psychological outcomes (e.g., distress). Thus,
eHealth use is postulated to mediate the relationship
between illness perceptions/social support (independent
variables) and psychological distress (dependent
variable). This model has previously been successfully
applied to understanding the psychological adjustment
of coronary artery bypass graft patients (Oxlad &
Wade, 2006), but has not been applied to cancer
patients to date. However, support has been obtained
for a number of the separate components.

Figure 1. The chronic illness model of adjustment to
cancer (Scharloo et al., 2000).
First, numerous studies have demonstrated that negative
illness perceptions are significantly associated with
psychological adjustment, as evidenced by poorer
emotional functioning, cognitive functioning, and
quality of life in both cross-sectional and longitudinal
studies (Llewellyn, McGurk, & Weinman, 2007; Millar,
Purushothamb, McLatchie, George, & Murray, 2005;
Rozema, Vollink, & Lechner, 2009; Scharloo et al.,
2005). In addition, Giannousi et al. (2010) found three
specific negative illness perceptions - consequences,
psychological cause, and identity – predicted
depression. Second, higher social support is speculated
to act as a buffer against distress (Kornblith et al., 2001;
Zabora, Brintzenhofeszoc, Curbow, Hooker, &
Piantadosi, 2001), and several studies have
demonstrated this relationship (Courtens, Stevens,
Crebolder, & Philipsen, 1996; Moyer & Salovey, 1999;
Sollner et al., 1999).

While no studies to date have examined the link
between illness perceptions and eHealth use, two
studies found that cancer patients with lower perceived
social support had higher eHealth use (Turner, Grube,
& Meyer, 2001; Winefield, Coventry, Pradhan, Harvey,
& Lambert, 2003). Patients with low perceived social
support and social functioning are thus speculated to
use eHealth as a viable method to obtain a range of
social support types, including information, shared
experience, professional support, and patient advocacy
(Klemm et al., 2003).
Research examining the relationship between eHealth
and distress can be divided into structured intervention
research versus general eHealth use. With respect to the
former, a number of internet-supported therapeutic
intervention studies have been published in the past
decade, and most of these in the past two years. Two
early randomised controlled trials of separate online support programs for recently diagnosed breast cancer
patients found that the intervention lead to
improvements in functional well-being (Gustafson,
Hawkins, Pingree, McTavish, & Arora, 2001); and
reductions in depression, perceived stress and cancerrelated trauma scores (Winzelberg et al., 2003). More
recently, six studies of web-based self-directed
interventions were found to improve distress (Beatty et
al., 2011; Carpenter et al., 2012; Duffecy et al., 2013);
perceived health (Owen et al., 2005), sleep (Ritterband
et al., 2012), and sexual functioning (Schrover et al.,
2012). In terms of more general eHealth use and
distress, several recent studies have demonstrated that
online cancer information-seeking improves selfefficacy, reduces anxiety and increases sense of wellbeing and control over health-care decisions (Bass et
al., 2006; Eysenbach, 2003; LaCoursiere, Knobf, &
McKorkie, 2005). Although eHealth shows promise as
an adaptive coping strategy, concerns have also been
raised, as research has also demonstrated that the
volume of cancer-related information available on the
internet can be overwhelming, and can also contain
inaccurate, misleading, conflicting and unscientific
medical and psychological information (Gustafson et
al., 2008). This could potentially cultivate false
expectations, confusion and distress (Doolittle &
Spaulding, 2005; Eysenbach, 2003; LaCoursiere et al.,
2005). Despite these concerns, the majority of research
to date has found evidence indicating eHealth use is
adaptive (Bass et al., 2006; Eysenbach, 2003;
LaCoursiere et al., 2005).
Given the tentative support for the various elements of
the CIM (Scharloo et al., 2000) in cancer patients, the
present study aimed to test this model formally. It was
predicted that eHealth users would have significantly
lower levels of negative illness perceptions, perceived
social support and distress than non-users. Secondly, it
was predicted that the significant relationships between
(i) negative illness perceptions and distress and (ii)
social support and distress would be mediated by
eHealth use.
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Method
Participants
Participants were cancer patients recruited from an
oncology department between 21 June and 20 August
2010. Participants were eligible if they had a diagnosis
of any cancer type, at any stage of severity (e.g., early
to advanced stage), and were sufficiently fluent in
English to complete the questionnaire. There were no
exclusion criteria relating to time since diagnosis, or
internet access, as these were potential variables of
interest in analyses. 354 questionnaires were
distributed, with 88 returned (response rate = 25%).
Due to ethics requirements relating to anonymity, no
identifying details of participants were included on the
questionnaires, and reminder processes could not be
implemented. Only three patients declared reasons for
non-participation: lack of interest in any research (n=2),
and concern the questionnaire would be distressing
(n=1).

Recruitment
All patients receiving cancer treatment were invited to
participate in the study. Patients were approached either
by (a) a member of their medical team during their
appointment, or (b) via a mail-out to cancer patients
who were not currently attending the hospital. Surveys
were either completed and returned immediately to the
hospital during their appointment, or completed at
home and returned via the reply-paid envelope. Ethics
approval was obtained from the Southern Adelaide
Clinical Human Research Ethics Committee.

Measures
Demographic
and
Medical
Characteristics
Demographic variables that were assessed included:
age, gender, marital status, area of residence,
employment status, annual income, level of education
attained, and English as a first language. Medical
variables that were assessed included: type of cancer,
stage of cancer, time since diagnosis, treatment history
(e.g., chemotherapy, radiotherapy, surgery), and
treatment-completion status (i.e., whether patient had
completed treatment, and if so, how long ago).
Illness Perceptions Three illness representations,
identity, consequences and causes, were assessed using
the Revised Illness Perception Questionnaire (IPQ-R;
Moss-Morris et al., 2002). The first subscale, identity,
assessed whether 14 symptoms had been experienced
since diagnosis (e.g., pain, nausea and weight loss), and
whether patients believed that symptom was related to
their cancer. Symptoms endorsed as being cancer
related were summed to obtain an illness identity score,
ranging from 0 to 14, with a higher score indicating a
more negative illness perception. The consequences

and causes subscales were both rated on a 5-point
Likert scale to indicate agreement with the statements
(from 1= strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree).
Consequences (6 items), measures the perceived
negative impact of the illness (e.g., “My cancer has
major consequences on my life”), while Causes (18
items), assessed the degree to which participants
attributed the cause of their illness to psychological,
risk, immune function, and accident or chance factors.
Mean scores were computed for each subscale, thus
scores ranged from 1-5, with higher scores indicating
stronger beliefs in those factors. The IPQ-R has sound
psychometric properties (Moss-Morris et al., 2002), and
in the present study, the identity and consequences
subscales had acceptable internal reliability (.76 and .93
respectively); however only one causal subscale,
psychological (r = .85), had sufficient internal
reliability to be included.
Social Support Perceived social support was
measured using the Medical Outcomes Study Social
Support Survey (MOS-SSS; Sherbourne & Stewart,
1991). Designed for use in a chronically ill patient
population, participants indicated on a 5-point Likert
scale how often four types of support (tangible;
affectionate; emotional/information; and positive social
interaction) were available to them, from 1= none of the
time, to 5=all of the time. While subscale scores can be
generated, the present study was powered to analyse
total social support, which was calculated by summing
scores into a total social support index (range 19-95).
Higher scores indicated greater availability of perceived
social support. The psychometric properties of the
MOS-SSS have been comprehensively demonstrated
(Sherbourne & Stewart, 1991). The internal reliability
of the total social support index in the present sample
was good, α=.97.
Coping: eHealth Use Five items were developed for
the present study, which were summed into two
subscale measures of cancer-related internet use: (i)
eHealth for social support, and (ii) eHealth for
information. First, participants were asked if they had
ever used the internet for eHealth reasons; if ‘no’, they
skipped to the next section. This first item was used to
dichotomise participants into groups (users, non-users).
eHealth users then completed an additional four items
which assessed (a) eHealth sub-type (eHealth
information; eHealth social support) and (b) extent of
usage (0-3 hours, 4-7, 8-11 or 12+ hours). If ‘no’ was
answered to any of the eHealth use questions, a score of
0 was given. The internal reliability of the eHealth use
measure was acceptable, α = .81.
Distress Psychological distress was measured by the
total scale score of the 21-item Depression Anxiety
Stress Scale (DASS-21; Henry & Crawford, 2005;
Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). Participants rated on a
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4-point scale how often they experienced each symptom
over the past week (from 0 = did not apply to me at all
to 3 = applied to me very much). Scores were summed
then doubled (range 0-126), as per the scoring protocol,
and . higher scores indicated a greater level of distress.
The DASS-21 has established clinical cut-off points for
symptom severity: normal (≤32); mild distress (33-42);
moderate distress (43-61); severe (62-79) and extremely
severe (≥80). The DASS-21 has demonstrated
acceptable psychometric properties in clinical (Antony,
Bieling, Cox, Enns, & Swinson, 1998) and community
samples (Henry & Crawford, 2005). The internal
reliability of the total distress score in the present study
was high, α = .95.

Statistical Analysis
Data were analysed using Statistical Packages for the
Social Sciences (SPSS), version 18.0.
Group
comparisons between eHealth users and non-users
across all demographic, medical and outcome variables
were conducted using Chi square tests of independence
for categorical variables and independent samples ttests for continuous variables, with a significance level
of p<.05 indicating statistically significant differences.
For mediation testing, three preconditions must be met:
(i) the proposed predictor variable(s) (illness
perceptions, social support) is significantly related to
the proposed outcome variable (distress); (ii) the
proposed predictor is significantly related to the
mediator variables (eHealth information, eHealth
support); and (iii) the proposed mediator variables must
be significantly related to the outcome. These
preconditions were assessed using correlational
analyses.
Mediation was then tested using the non-parametric
bootstrapped multivariate approach developed by
Preacher and Hayes (2008). This approach allows the
testing of multiple simultaneous mediators, testing their
combined and separate mediating effects, and is more
appropriate for analyzing small samples than traditional
methods. Three separate multiple mediation analyses
were conducted, to evaluate each of the three illness
perceptions when entered as a predictor variable ‘x’;
distress entered as the outcome variable ‘y’; and the two
hypothesized mediators included. The term ‘indirect
effect’ denotes the the pathway between x and the
mediating variables, and the mediating variables and y;
and ‘direct effect’ denotes the relationship between x
and y after controlling for indirect effects (Preacher &
Hayes, 2008). Bootstrapping with 1000 resamples (the
minimum recommended number), was used to generate
95% confidence intervals (CI) to determine the
statistical significance of the indirect effect: if the CI
does not contain zero, the mediating effect is considered
statistically significant. This bootstrap analysis also
generates a Sobel test score (z), which determines
whether any reduction in the relationship between the
IV and DV after controlling for the MV is significant.

Results
Participant Characteristics
Overall, the majority of the sample were female
(69%), partnered (67%), and resided in the metropolitan
area (38%). Breast cancer was the most commonly
reported type of cancer (38%) and the majority of
respondents (75%) were still receiving medical
treatment for their cancer. Approximately half the
sample was being treated for advanced cancer, and the
average time since diagnosis was 3.5 years.
Of the respondents, 50 (57%) reported using eHealth,
and 38 (43%) reported never using eHealth. eHealth
users accessed the internet for 3 hours or less per week.
eHealth was rated as helpful by 88% of users; the vast
majority (98%) used the internet for seeking cancerrelated information, while 60% of respondents also
used it for seeking cancer-related social support.

eHealth Use Group Comparisons
Table 1 shows the demographic, medical and
psychological characteristics of eHealth users (n = 50)
and non-users (n = 38). Compared to non-users, eHealth
users were younger, more likely to be employed and
had greater educational attainment.
In terms of
psychological variables, eHealth users and non-users
differed significantly on the illness perception,
consequences.
eHealth users scored higher on
consequences, suggesting that users perceived more
severe, negative consequences from their cancer
compared to non-users. As can be seen from Table 1, a
trend towards significance was also obtained for
identity, suggesting that eHealth users had higher
cancer-identity scores than non-users; that is, they had
more physical symptoms they attributed to cancer. No
other significant differences were found between
groups on the remaining measures. Overall, levels of
perceived social support were high. Clinically
significant distress (i.e., DASS-21 total scores above
the normal range) was reported by 35% of the whole
sample.
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Mediation Testing
With respect to the preconditions of mediation testing,
Table 2 shows that (i) all independent variables (three
illness perceptions and social support) were
significantly correlated with the dependent variable,
distress; (ii) that the two proposed mediators (eHealth
information, eHealth support) were significantly

correlated with distress, and (iii) that three of the
independent variables (illness perceptions) were
significantly correlated with one mediator eHealthinformation. Therefore the preconditions were met to
test the mediating effects of illness perceptions,
eHealth-information, and distress.

Table 1
Demographic, Illness and Psychosocial Characteristics of eHealth Users and Non-users, Presented as Number of
Participants (%), or Mean (SD)
Respondent Characteristic
Users
Non-users
p
t or χ2 value
(n = 50)
(n = 38)
Age (years)a
Female
Married / partnered
Employment status:
Employed
Unemployed
Retired/Pensioner
Education:
Secondary
Tertiary
Cancer type:
Breast
Colorectal
Lymphoma
Lung
Ovarian/Uterine
Pancreas
Other
Early stages cancer (0 to 2)
Time since diagnosis (months)a
Treatment completed
Time since treatment completed
(months)a

51.5 (11.60)
35 (70)
35 (71)
27 (54)
19 (38)
4 (8)
20 (40)
29 (58)

63.8 (9.30)
26 (68)
23 (61)
8 (21)
1 (3)
29 (76)
26 (68)
12 (32)

t (86) = -5.33
χ2(1,88) < 0.001
χ2(1, 88) = 0.82
χ2 (2,88) = 12.80

<.001***
>.99
.37
.002**

χ2 (1,87) = 5.48

.02*

χ2 (6,87) = 4.49

.61

>.99
.13
.81
.18

22 (44)
9 (18)
6 (12)
4 (8)
3 (6)
1 (2)
4 (8)
25 (50)
33 (40.50)
11 (22)
3 (9.80)

11 (29)
9 (24)
4 (10)
4 (11)
2 (5)
3 (8)
5 (13)
19 (56)
52.8 (75.00)
10 (26)
6.92 (17.40)

χ2 (1,85) = 0.01
t (84) = -1.53
χ2 (1,86) = 0.06
t (86) = -1.37

IPQ-R Subscalesa
Identity
Consequences
Cause-psychological

6.49 (3.38)
3.81 (0.79)
2.55 (0.97)

5.05 (3.52)
3.45 (0.86)
2.22 (0.78)

t (85)= 1.93
t (86) = 2.03
t (86) = 1.72

.06
.049*
.09

MOS- Social Support Totala
DASS- Distress Totala

78.68 (13.52)
30.56 (25.13)

80.52 (17.88)
26.89 (26)

t (86) = -0.55
t (86) = 0.67

.58
.51

Notes. a Mean (SD); *p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001.
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Table 2
Correlations (Spearman’s rho) Between the Variables for Mediation Testing Across the Entire Sample (n=88)
Variable
1
2
3
4
5
6
1. IP - Identity

-

2.IP - Consequences

.52**

3. IP – Cause psych

.28**

4. Social support

-.13

.13

-

.05

-.47**

-.05

5. eHealth – info

.27*

.26*

.32**

6. eHealth – support

.17

.12

.10

7. Distress

.43**

.36**

.34**

-

.05

.66**

-.21*

.25*

.29**

Note. IP = Illness perceptions; Cause psych = Caused by psychological factors (belief that the cancer was caused by
psychological factors); eHealth – info = using internet to obtain cancer-information; eHealth-support = using internet
to obtain cancer-support.
*p<.05, **p<.01.
Table 3
Multiple Mediation Analyses (MMA) with Unstandardized Coefficients (and Standard Error [SE]), and Estimates of
Direct and Indirect Pathways (with 95% Confidence Intervals [CI]), n=88.
Unstandardised
coefficient (Standard
Error [SE])
Sobel
Direct effect
Indirect effect
IV  MV MV  DV
test
IVDV | MV
(CI)
z
MMA 1: Identity - Distress
IdentityeHealth info distress
.05 [.02]**
.06 [.46]
.28***
.003 [-0.04:0.08]
.13
IdentityeHealth sup distress
.04 [.02]
.54 [.40]
.28***
.02 [-0.01:0.12]
.94
MMA 2: Consequences – Distress
ConseqeHealth infodistress
.04 [.02]**
.11 [.47]
.19***
.005 [-0.05:0.07]
.22
ConseqeHealth sup distress
.02 [.02]
.55 [.41]
.19***
.01 [-0.01:0.08]
.79
MMA 3: Psychological-causes – Distress
Cause-psycheHealth infodistress
.04 [.01]**
.03 [.49]
.15**
.001 [-0.03:0.05]
.06
Cause-psycheHealth supdistress
.02 [.02]
.63 [.42]
.15**
.01 [-0.01:0.07]
.74
Notes. IV = independent variable; MV = mediator variable; DV = dependent variable; MV  DV = unique
contribution of mediator variable to distress when the two mediators are entered jointly; Direct effect IVDV|MV =
relationship between IV and DV after controlling for indirect effects of mediators; Indirect effect = mediating
pathway between (i) IV and MVs, and (ii) between MVs and DVs, if confidence interval (CI) does not contain zero,
the indirect (mediating) effect is considered statistically significant; Sobel test = significance of mediation, tests
whether any decrease of the coefficient of the DV is significantly different from zero; eHealth info = internet use to
obtain health related information; eHealth sup = internet use to obtain social support; Conseq = illness
consequences; Cause-psych = illness perceived as being caused by psychological factors; ** p < .01; *** p < .001

Given the significant correlation between the two
eHealth measures (r=.66**), multiple mediation
analyses were conducted to rigorously test the unique
contribution of eHealth-information as a mediator after
controlling for eHealth-support. The results from the
multiple mediation analyses (MMAs) are shown in
Table 3, including the direct effect of each predictor
variable on distress after controlling for mediator
variables, as well as the indirect effects of each
mediation pathway.

Across the three MMAs, each illness perception (IV)
was significantly predictive of the MV eHealthinformation, but not eHealth-support. The direct effects
show that all three illness perceptions were significantly
predictive of distress, when controlling for the two
mediators (eHealth use). While this could be indicative
of partial mediation, the lack of significant individual
pathway coefficients and indirect effect estimates
indicate that neither mediator variable made a unique
contribution. This was further supported by the lack of
significant Sobel test results.
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Discussion
The present study set out to (i) examine the
psychosocial profile of eHealth users among Australian
individuals with cancer; and (ii) test the applicability of
the CIM (Scharloo et al., 2000) in exploring the
mediating effects of eHealth use in the relationship
between (a) illness perceptions and distress, and (b)
social support and distress. While select aspects of the
Chronic Illness Model were supported, overall the data
did not fit the model as well as predicted.
Falling within the range reported in previous studies
(Newnham et al., 2006), 57% of current respondents
used the internet for cancer-related information and
social support. eHealth users were significantly
younger, more likely to be employed, and more highly
educated than non-users, providing further support to
previous findings among cancer populations
(Eysenbach, 2003; Hoybye et al., 2010; Klemm et al.,
2003; Sabel et al., 2005; Winefield et al., 2003). While
informative, these findings are unsurprising, given they
match the profile of internet users among the general
population (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2009).
Contrary to predictions, there were few psychological
differences between eHealth users and non-users: no
significant differences were found in social support or
distress. However, it should be noted that the mean
perceived total support was high in both groups, (M ≈
80, scale range =19-95), while mean distress levels for
both groups scored within the ‘normal range’ (below
32), suggesting the sample overall was doing
reasonably well psychologically. The social support
finding contrasts with previous findings which
indicated that users had lower perceived social support
than non-users (Winefield et al., 2003), and may be
partially explained by the fact that total social support,
rather than the separate social support subscales, was
used in analysis. While total support was selected to be
consistent with the analytic approach utilised in
previous tests of the chronic illness model (Oxlad &
Wade, 2006), the variations in impact of perceived
subtypes of social support may have been lost when
collapsing data into a summary total. Indeed the authors
of the MOS-SSS recommend analysing subscales
separately (Sherbourne & Stewart, 1991). The distress
finding is consistent with Hoybye et al. (2010) who
found that eHealth users did not differ to non-users in
quality of life or psychological well-being. The only
group difference that was obtained related to illnessappraisals, and findings did not support hypotheses:
eHealth users had significantly higher illness
consequences than non-users; they held a significantly
stronger belief that their cancer would have a major,
negative impact on their lives. A non-significant trend
towards higher negative illness identity among eHealth
users compared to non-users provides some support to
this finding that eHealth users have more negative
illness appraisals. There are two potential explanations
for these findings: (i) those who are more fearful of
cancer and its outcomes are more motivated to turn to

the internet for information and support; or (ii) that the
knowledge gained from seeking cancer-related
information over the internet is not always beneficial
and in some cases may increase negative expectations.
This latter argument is in line with the identified pitfalls
of eHealth use, such as taking information out of
context, and obtaining misleading or inaccurate
information (Eysenbach, 2003; Gustafson et al., 2008).
These group differences in illness perceptions were
further supported when subsequently testing the first
pathway specified by Chronic Illness model (Scharloo
et al., 2000), as significant positive relationships
between all three illness perceptions and eHealth use
were obtained in both univariate and multivariate
analyses. However the directions of these relationships
were contrary to hypotheses. While previous research
suggests negative illness perceptions are associated
with more maladaptive coping (Llewellyn et al., 2007),
in the present case it is incorrect to interpret seeking
information on the internet as being maladaptive, unless
that internet usage subsequently causes distress. As
predicted by the CIM, all three negative illness
perceptions were significantly directly predictive of
distress (after controlling for the indirect pathway
effects of eHealth use), thus having a strong illness
identity, belief that the consequences of their cancer
would be severe, and attributing the cancer to
psychological causes (e.g., due to worry, negative
thoughts and emotional states) lead patients to
experience more distress. This finding supports the
consistent results obtained in previous studies of cancer
patients (Giannousi et al., 2010; Llewellyn et al., 2007;
O'Brien & Moorey, 2010), indicating that negative
cancer-related appraisals are predictive of distress.
Significant univariate positive correlations between the
postulated mediators (eHealth-information, eHealthsupport) and the outcome variables (distress) were
obtained, however the direction of the correlations were
contrary to hypotheses and most previous research
(Bass et al., 2006; Eysenbach, 2003; LaCoursiere et al.,
2005). Both eHealth measures were positively
associated with distress, but given the cross-sectional
design, the cause-effect relationship cannot be
established. Thus it is possible that rather than eHealth
increasing distress, those with increased distress are
more likely to utilise eHealth. This argument has merit,
as elevated distress may act as a motivator to seek
intervention. It is also likely that the unstructured nature
of eHealth information use assessed in the present study
does not facilitate the cognitive and emotional
processing required to improve psychological outcome
(Pingree et al., 2010). Indeed, Gustafson et al. (2008)
found that compared to patients receiving a structured
online intervention, those who used the internet
informally for cancer-related information reported
negligible psychosocial benefit. More importantly,
when the two eHealth measures were entered jointly in
multivariate
mediation
analyses,
the
unique
contribution of eHealth to distress was no longer
significant. Future research utilizing a longitudinal
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design is therefore warranted to clarify these
relationships, including their postulated pathways.
In terms of the second CIM pathway, social support
was significantly negatively correlated with distress, but
not associated with eHealth use, and was therefore
unable to be further tested. The lack of relationship
between eHealth and social support contradicts a
number of other studies on cancer patients which found
either positive (Klemm & Hardie, 2002) or negative
(Turner et al., 2001; Winefield et al., 2003)
associations between these variables. Given that that (i)
65% of participants did not report significant levels of
distress, (ii) the mean total perceived social support for
both users and non-users was high (towards the upper
range of the scale and 10 points higher than the
normative sample) (Sherbourne & Stewart, 1991),
combined with (iii) the small sample size, , the potential
variance of these two measures may have been to
restricted to explore their relationship with eHealth use.
Therefore, in summary, while support for select
components of the CIM were obtained from this study,
eHealth use as a behavioural coping strategy was not a
significant mediator and did not fit within the model as
well as predicted.
The findings of this study should be considered in
light of several methodological limitations. First, the
cross-sectional design limits the ability to establish
causal relationships, or rule out potential alternative
causal pathways. Three sample-related limitations also
warrant discussion. The low response rate (25%)
obtained in the present study may have resulted in a
biased sample and limits the generalizability of
findings. That is, it could be argued that only those with
an interest in either (i) eHealth, or (ii) psychosocial
wellbeing would choose to participate. Whether the
lack of significant psychosocial differences between
users and non-users may be due to the sampling bias
cannot be determined from the present study. The
resulting sample size was small; while the
bootstrapping multivariate mediation analyses has been
developed to overcome issues related to sample sizes,
further research with larger samples would serve to
consolidate the findings obtained. It is also noteworthy
that there was large variability in terms of time since
diagnosis; despite not being statistically significant,
there was over 18 months difference in time since
diagnosis between users and non-users. Future (larger)
studies may usefully statistically control for this
difference, which was beyond the scope and power of
the current paper. A final limitation related to analysis;
this study may be at an increased likelihood of Type 1
error due to multiple testing.
Despite these limitations, this study increases our
understanding of eHealth use among cancer patients. As
cancer patients are increasingly turning to the internet
as a source of cancer-related information and support,
an investigation of how its use relates to psychological
wellbeing is important. This cross-sectional pilot study
found a positive univariate correlations between
eHealth-information use, distress and negative illness

perceptions, suggesting that as the number of hours
people spend searching the internet for cancerinformation increases, so do the levels of negative
illness perceptions and distress. However, the mediating
pathways outlined by the CIM were not supported when
conducting multivariate mediation analyses. That is,
eHealth-information as a mediator did not make a
unique contribution to the relationship between illness
perceptions and distress. These pilot findings clearly
require replication in the context of a larger longitudinal
study.
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